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Huge oorporatl •m* stretching

The extent to which human being* can liv* na integral mem*

interesta and undertaking* of the governments of the world

come a eloee relationship in civic, political, and social

their tentacle* of commerce into the lire* of every nation

ot nation eon liv* alone.

The day has long since passed whan man, family,
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earning ouch govcmncntal affaire.

Cltleans of today must

know about tha political and civic status of all nations
of tha earth.

A thorough course In international relations

would give such a knowledge.

This can be taught effective

ly is the secondary schools of Vorth Dakota.

Before such

a course can be taught with the greatest value to the stu
dent a concise study of Material to be offered must be
Made.
The Vorth Dakota State High School Manual recommends
that this subject be offered as a half-unit during the
twelfth year.

This Is called the senior year in high school.

The state department of education emphasises the necessity
of developing international Binds in the young people of
the country in its Inst suetions for teaching the course,
as followst
*V0 American taking a long view can suppose that the
sapid developments in transportation and communication which
have brought even the moot remotely situated country on our
premises, do not concern him, or that hs can escape the
consequences of the disappearance of distance.*
Purpose of the Study
In this study the author will try to show*

first,

whet has been studied in the secondary schools of Vorth
Dakota| second, what the state department high school man
ual recommends for this study} third, an analysis of the

3

toots publish** fox this subject; and fourth, what a cun*
rleulum fox th« teaching of international relations should
scatsis*
Method
In this surrsy an analysis of th* teaching of inter,
national relations was aads in as naay of th* secondary
schools as replied to the questionnaire nailed out in April,
1935.

The subject sas introduced in the high schools in

1931 as a regular elective in the curriculum,

the subject

had not be;** offered aa required west in all the schools
in the state at any tine, nor had it been taught for a
great number of semesters in any of the schools of the state,
there sas not a great deal of information to draw from.

In

the first place questionnaires were nailed out to all the
schools that offered the course in the pact with the add*
ed request for information as to whether they believed it
to be of value to the purlls.

Then questionnaires were

nailed to all the rest of the fouxwyear high schools la
the state.

The chief nurpose ef the study was to attempt

to analyse the situation in order to discover whether this
new course had a place in the curriculum of the secondary
schools in Worth Dakota and if It did, what would be the
best Method to present this subject.

If it had a place

in the schedule of studios the schools that had experience
In offering it would be able to furnish valuable infoima*

4
tion oa methods of lastruotion and materials used,
A

questionnaire to be mailed out to all teachers of

international relations in the secondary schools of North
Dakota was felt to be the best method of obtaining inform#
atlon. Such a questionnaire had to be short, concise, and
must not take up a great deal of the teachers* or superin
tendents* time in order to obtain the greatest number of
replies poseibis.

It must also bs in a form that would

arouse the interest of the one addressed*

The question

naire used was Ha l t e d to eight parte and was written on
two pages*

The check system of answering was used when

ever possible*

A

fair sampling of all the schools in the

state eent replies*

Boms came from each geographic section,

and replies wsre received from some of the ten largest X
schools and also from aoms of ths smallest four-year high
schools.

The copy of the questionnaire is in the appendix

of the thesis*
limitations
The study was limitsd to ths secondary schools of
North Dakota in Ita scops.

St was not necessary to con

sider the elementary schools because none of them offered
the course.

The survey use conducted in North Dakota alone

because time would not permit a more lengthy and tho rough
review, which might include a large territory,

Interviews

with school men from the bordering states revealed the

fwrt that South Dakota, Montana, and Minnesota hat# not
haan teaching any course In lntarnattonal relations.

w

Tha

Minnasota and South Dakota adueatl nal ai&thorltlaa ara ora*
paving coureae of study for intsrnaftonal relations with
tha Intantlon of adding it to tha aaoondary school ourrioulun.

Although Haw York has haan offering a eouraa in ln~

tarnations! relations, north Dakota nay ba doing a ©taaa
of plonaarlng In tha offarlng of thla subject, which othar
at at as nay follow In ths future •

6
CHAPTER

2

PRACTICES IN TEACHING THE COURSE IN
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
As a result of tha survey made of the four-year
t

*

hl$i schools In North Dakota in April, 1935, many facts
were brought to light in regard to the teaching of "Inter
national Relations.*

Of a total of approximately 30©

questionnaires that were mailed to secondary sohools and
9

\

135 returned, seventy-eight filled out the blanks.

The

balanoe of the sohools which returned the blanks did not
offer the course.
During the preceding school term there were fiftysix high sohools offering the subject as a half unit course.
This indicates that a large pereentage of the sohools of
fering the course the past year responded to the question
naire.

The oourse seems to be gaining in popularity.

On

ly two of the schools that offered it in previous years
signified that they did not believe it had a place In the
curriculum of the secondary school.

The reason they gave

for discontinuing it was that this subject duplicated the
material covered in Problems of Democracy and United States
History.

Practically all the remaining questionnaires

filled out and returned enthusiastically recommended the
course for a place in the high-Bohool curriculum.
The questionnaire in itself was composed of eight

pants*

The ©heelt system of answering questions m m ussd,

wheneesr possible, la order to bm economical of tln« for
the m i answering and thus encourage more replies,

A let-

tar urging cooperation and promising a copy of tha raaulta
of tha survey to thoaa desiring It aaa plaaad on tha first
paga of tha questionnaire.

lost of tha rapllas brought

request* for this information*
Tha first question requested information as to
which grads in tha elementsry or secondary school tha sub»
jaot aas offered.

With a total of seventy-eight reporting

the surrey rerealed that fifty-four schools offered tha
course in grades eleven and twelve (Table 1)*
Table

1

Secondary School Grades in Which tha Course la Interna
tional Relations Whs Offered in 1934-1935
--------^ e r c T T ^ f ^ W e H K g ,^
the Course in the Designat
ed Grades

Grads
9 alons
10 alons
9'and 10
9*10, and 11
10 alons
10'and 11
10,11, and 13
11 and 13
13 alons

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
54
33

lam. ________________

78

Theta ears no schools offering the course to the
pupils in the ninth grade alone*

One school offered it

8
to ninth and tenth grades together*

thin shows that tha

—

subject la not popular for atudaata beginning thalr high*
aohaol noth,

Tha assumption oan ha drawn that tha teachers

hallava it to require a were nature mind than tha average
fraahnan or aophomora in our secondary aehool has.

Tha

oan institution offaring tha subject to ninth and tenth
year pupils aaa a nodal high school connected with ona of
tha eclleges*

That aehool had aloe offered tha oouraa tha

preceding year In tha aana grade®*

Perhaps the pupils at

tending that aehool are nora nature than tha average*
go aehool offered this eouree to punlls in tha
tenth year alone*

Tha Majority of tha taaeharo or eur»e*»

intandante favor waiting until later in tha aehool earner
of thalr pupila*

They evidently are either influenced by

tha raaonnand&tion of tha Worth Dakota Oouraa of Study for
High Schools, or alee they feel that thin la not tha beat
tine to preeecit international relatione to thalr atudante*
Moat of tha eeeondary school® offer tha aouraa to
pupils in tha eleventh or twelfth year an an elective
subject*

Tha average aehool in Worth Dakota has to com

bine junior and senior elect Ivan because ef snail else ef
4

4

classes, shortage ef teachers, and overloaded schedule#.
This also fortes most of tha smaller schools to leave all
4

senlor classes open to juniors.

Thus, a large nusfeer

would not be able to offer the eouree each year*

However,

9

there are twsnty~two schools restricting ths study to
tool ft h yoar purlls,

This Is th« ysar reeoiwnsnded by tbs

stats department of eduoatlon,

These are tbs larger

schools as a general rule.
The second part of the questionnaire dealt with the
prerequisites, If any9 which a punil asst hare in order to
be allowed to study international relations(Table 3).

In

sixty-three eases they were left to the judgment of the
teacher.

Four schools required an X, Q* of 90 to 103.

Two required an average of seventy-five in social science
classes, and one ashed fer an average cf eighty In social
science classes.

Six stated that they thought the subject

was of so much valuo In tho high-school curriculum that
they did not cat up any prerequlsitas for it.
Table

a

Frequencies of Cortala Prerequisites to the Course #in Xiw
terectional Relations In Worth Dakota High Schools, 1938
----------------------------- i » i o 7 --- ^ s T n 'T O g ..
Prerequisite
Schools R*»
Course Is offered
---------------- -------------- ami,lag.11__ laJjmtJfitettla
Judgment of toashor
I. q. of 90 to 103
80 In all subjects and
85 In social science
So much value la curOulu® no prerequisites
average In social science
average in social science
XffiliiSL

83
4

11 and 13
9, 10 and 13

3

9 and 10

8
3
1

11 ami 13
11 and 13
13

m
Third, the schools wore asked to list whatsvsr new

units of work other than those found in tho American vmb»

1mm course this oourse offered.
quently montionod m m

Some of those moot fvn»
I
mere extended studios of m r o ,

thsir osusos snd how they may bo prevented; a detailed
study of ths League of Motions and world Court; a study of
International law, Its causes, offsets, and methods of pro*
venting international ware; foreign countrise and their
possessions; diplomacy; spoolfie movements toward world
pease; current world problems; economic internationalism;
problems of neutrality; world relatione and their effect on
the Monroe Doctrine; and economic nationalism or interna*
tionalism.

This list of topics shows that enough material

can be found to make this a worthwhile subject to study for
a half year in the secondary schools.
Table

3

Textbooks (hied In Teaching International Relations in Korth
Dakota High Schools, 1935
Z Z Z Z I II ^ ^
Magrmiev
Potter and Meet
Creenaa A Mcridith
Hughes
Several

59
6
1
1
3

Total

IE
Ths textbook most frequently used was Mat! 7,c1 i-.pyera-

ed by Ths Macmillan Company In 1§33»

Two schools used a

bination of several, while one school used a problems text
book by Hughes, and another used a problems book by Gre nan
and Merldith(Table 3).
The Worth Dakota High
School Manual and Course of*
/
Study lists only two texts, as follows:
Ss.U:aa3L

F. A. Magruder,

.Mac

millan Company, 1933)} and P. B. Porter and R. L. West,
International Civics(The Macmillan Company, 1930).
text Is In the process of publication.
/

A new

It le by Dudley
S.
/

Brainard and Leslie D* Zeleny, International Issues,
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1935.

pub

The authors

teach political science at Saint Cloud Teachers1 College,
Saint Cloud, Minnesota.

learly all the recent American

problems textbooks devote one chapter to international
relatione.

Recent workbooks in American
Problems devote
*

a chapter or more to them.

However, it does not seem pos

sible that this wealth of material can be thoroughly cover
ed in one chapter.
used in this state.

Magruder's is the one predominantly
The reason for this might be because

of the familiarity of the instructors with other social
science textbooks by the same author.
Types of Instruction Used
The teacher was asked to check the type of instruc
tion followed.

The methods mentioned ware:

textbook meth-

od, lectures from text, reference reading from texts, student reference work and reports, leotures, and debate.

soys used as aa auxiliary aid to the teaching of intematlon-

the quest lonn&lre.

Seventy-fire of the seventy-eight reported on this part of

/

ir.*
al relation*,

Sixty-two reported th« usa of periodicals,

and la sixteen eases th» pmil& obtained material trm
foreign countries.

Sixty-seven schools required special

reports from outside reading by tha students.

Sight ob

tained people from outaida tha aabool to give laetures on
foreign countries.

Visual inertm otion worn uaad as an aux~
9

illary aid in

twelve eases, and tha radio w i uaad in

twenty-six oaaaa(Tabla 8),
Table

8

Auxiliary Helps Used to Supplement tbs Textbook
MaUiagy
Current Svante
Radio
Periodicals
Materials from foreign countries
Student reports
Outside lecturers
------------- -—

is
87
8

------------- ----

The students usually gave reports on outaida read
ing.

Sons of those toot tha fore of material from other

texts, and other reports sere taken from books on travel
from foreign countries.

Periodicals were read ae a part

of tha eurrlculum in nearly every elans.

Visual instruc

tion and radio were not reported as auxiliary helps in vary
many eases.

This was due to a shortage ef machines in most

of the high schools in north Dakota.
Tha teachers* opinions as to the adequacies ef the
textboefea used were investigated.

Sevan schools reported

13, Text too formal*
14, Carribean policy vague,
15, Too much time spent on comparative government.
a. Sot sufficient emphasis on -raetto&l methods.
b. Sot sufficient emphasis on propaganda activities.
16, Too nuoh on governments.
a. Sot anough emphasis on eustoao,
b. Sot anough emphasis on habits or background.
IT, Too nuoh dasorlptlon of eountrias.
18, Sot enough emphasis on diplomacy.
The majority of those that stated an opinion bell re
ad the text they used mas not adequate to eover the mate**
lal.

However, there mere over fifty per sent of those re

plying that did not answer this question.

Sons night not

havs wished to go to the trouble of answering beoauee of
the neeeeelty of writing out statements.

This seems to

show that the textbooks are not adequate In material for
the course and must be supplemented by other mat trials (Ta
ble 6).
Table

6

Sbmber of Opinions on the Adequacy cf Certain Textbooks

Magruder
Potter and best
axeman and Meredith

5
a
0

Hughes
Miscellaneous

0
0

Total..... ...... -.... « J L

Periodical# and Magazines Used
The eighth part of the questionnaire called for a
list of the periodicals and magazines used in the course.
Forty-one used the Literary Digest; thirty-nine, Tine;
f

*

twenty-nine, Scholastic; twenty-one, Review of Reviews;
seventeen reported Pathfinder eand American Observer; eight*
sen Current Events; seventeen, daily papers; thirteen. Cunrent Bistory; seven, Rational Geographic; six, Weekly News
Review; twelve, Readers Digest; five, Forum; two used Atlan
tic and Christian Science Monitor; and one used each of the
following!
e

Congress! nal Record, Primer of the New Deal,
*

Fortune, Harpers, and Asia.

Ten schools did not report the

use of any magazines or periodicals.

A further study cf

the survey reveals that two used only one periodical or magaslne; six used two; eighteen used three; twenty-three used
four; sixteen used five; four used six; end one used seven.
The schools reporting one magazine had the American Obcarvsr.
The most popular number of periodicals or magazines used by
olassee in International relations was four.
Table

7

Frequency cf Css cf Msgs sines end Periodicals
Number of Magazlnss'llnd

gjariadifiOi ffotooU tf»i-------l
a
3
d
8
6

a
e

18
33
16
4

SL________________________________ ISL

__________ =_________ -_______
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The final pari of tho questionnaire asked for a list
of all 'supplementary Material
by unite of subleot matter in-$
*
wired, giving authors, titles, and publishers of all books,
9

bulletins, and panphlets whose information was brought into
the course.
A list of books
and authors follows i
*
Xssiah B o m s ,
»*ok Co,, 1938),
0

I*

Co,, 1938)* 0

i M t r t d U i iaa waaftfl n u t K f t h s
4

Revised Edition
4

19365 H U * “ 1**’ i B U « g « a B M L U U A T I B ( W > l n g r m t ,
r. A, Magruder,
Ralatlona(Allvn
P.
Potter And R. L. west,
Uaenillan Co,, 1930),
C, A, Beard,
nlllan Co,, 1

Polltlos(The Mao4

lisoj Mag,o4#3P* t e M & a & L .for>;TOfat(Thc Maowillan 0o.#
Parley Rwr and Orman Ogg,
eminent (The Century Co., 1933;,

n « b r P a g ,, Bffillaw M fl J M l i

jo

fl9T*»

-o
itu
a
s« . Bonn C o . , 1937).

Co B' i n iTP* * ‘ ****** *a **lBaB H l»to*W Th. M M n llU a
H. £. Bolton and T. M, Marshall,
America(The Macmillan Co., 1933),

?•

(Doubleday Page Co., 19»).

Mulbta yandrilinfl

13

f C a r p a n t t r , Adranturo in AlaakatP-ttblodar Pag# Co.,
#
li M. Vincent, C o n d K History of Sri tg»rlonfl(John Hop*.
kins Proao,9 1904}.
0
*
». A. Phillip*,

,IJto„.iftS8ati£(^llicott, 1933),
5cadaray

• it# wawtikf*
Pr*»a, 1937}.

#

9

, World Peaoe Foundation, 1939),
MnowUlan <*»*,
#
S i m l a s ^ k E T 1-

°f rar,iim p°iim(Haugfaton

%. 0. Ray, An IBtrodootl-n to Political Fartlae (Chat.
«£'0¥l»lHk9Y*£» 0 W 1924/#
0
0. 0. Morgan, Harold CTron, Tfto S|, tefTMOT, K a r t m - .
t?.on and Pooyr Proltot(Th« Broking* Inatltutlm, 1934).
C. 8. Morgan,

-^

fer^noe. latio n al Council for PreventIon of war(1928).

Mar? Alio# Matthorn,

a n O ffi»lA ly » Oamegio
Kndowment for# International
Peace
(1931}.
#
Han* wohberg, Disaraaiagnt. Carnegie Sndowraent for In
ternational Peace (,1921}7

W f b y Page, I g U m n m L l n S m ^ l l S E L ^ 0 ° » » <*>•• 1935)*
Ki rtoy Pago,
court Brace Mi

d r i l l ration (Har.

C. B. Brjroo, aifit'Looturoa on Intamatl nal ftglatlora
(The Macmillan 00*, 1923}*

&AaasaKr;>5S8savftBB*- Mam

" eax

7* 0, Carpenter
of the South 8
(0 LA w U t 0 B

°f 3ait*d st>t”

19
H. t. Graves

J* H# Rose; A* P. Newton,
ralllan Co., 1930).
#
0. H. BUktsl.*, R«caot roralm
(Ciowll and Co., 19X0}.

M
Policy of the

nU»d

In addition to above H o t of books,
many pamphlets
0
nop* ussd*

The Congressional Record, World Peace Founda

tion pamphlets, Government Publlo&ti ne on Immigration,
Housing, and Natural! sat I n ; paarnhl te fro® the Pan-Amenlean union, magaslne articles on forslgn oounttiee, Camsgls
Endowment publications, and papers and magasinss from for.
sign countrlso wore all ussd.
Fifty psr osnt of ths schools listed ths uss of
encyclopedias.

Ths ones mentioned worst

Nslson, Corotone,

Brittanies, world Book, and Ths Now International,

Fifteen

sShools reported the use of ths world Almanac, and twenty
reported ths keeping of scrap hooks by the pupils, and of
newspaper and periodical ollpplngs*

Those clippings were

reviewed and studltd during elans reoitatlone.
According to this survey the majority of the teach
ers of International relatl n s seem to be of the opinion
that eons outside reading must be done along with the work
of the text.

The present type of textbooks are not adequate.

It stems impossible to print an adequate text because it
would have to be toe large end complete and then It would

not be poe»lble to keep it up to date, because world rela
tione are eontlnuouely changing.

The 110# of currant nag*,

xlnes or periodlcale is followed by nearly every school re
porting.

The study of the Parle Peaee Pact a s m to be a

part of the eurrloulua In most of the classes*

An emphasis

seems to he planed upon the study of pease negotiations
rather than ears,

cniy one sehool reported the spending

of time on re orta of ears.

Hearly three-fourths of the

teachers reported tine spent on economic end diplomatle
relations.

It seems that a good curriculum could he planned

from the statistics revealed In this survey.

___________________________________________
CHAPTER
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$

AHA LYSIS OF KOFtTH DAKOTA STATS KXAMIIATI0I8
IK XHTSRSATZ HAL HELATI OHS
The touts* of International relations as offered in
the North Dakota secondary schools oust either seres a place
in the curriculum that is not covered by other subjects
taught before It wae Included in the

school manualy or

be of more value to the pupil than some of the subjects
which have been offered In the past.

Otherwise it should

not have a Place on the schedule cf classes for pupils In

#

#

#

the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades.

The average

secondary school in Horth Dakota offers a number of courses
In social sciences.

In the freshman year a course In olt-

1 senship and vocations is usually offered.

Somewhere in

the first two terms of high school a course in European his
tory is offered.

American problems end United States history

must be taken during the last two years of high school. This
makes a total of throe and one-half or four unite of social
science offered in the average schedule of claseee with
two and one-half unite required for graduation.

This makee

a total cf from one-fifth to over one-fourth of the highschool work which muet be taken in the social sciences.

A

great number of the better teaohere in this field realise
that one unit a year can easily be offered la social science
to the advantage of the secondary-school pupil.

The eurvey outlined In the oreceding chapter hae
shorn that a vast amount of material can be found for this
course that ie not taken up In other high-school classes.
Out of all the instructors reporting only two claimed that
this course duplicated any other subject in the curriculum,
these two claimed that it teofc up the same work covered in
American problems and United States history.

The present

course in American problems ie e combination of three form,
er semester subjects.

Formerly this unit of work wee offer,

ed as sociology, economies, and government, and each was
pursued for a full semester.

The majority of social science

teachers have a difficult time to cover these subjects in
the course in problems of American democracy without enter
ing into the field of international relations,

host of the

social science teachers have also found plenty of materiel
for the average hlgh-echool pupil in the Utolted States his*
tory syllabus if it is covered thoroughly.
Because a majority of the teashere believe that a
course in international relati ve hae e place in the curriculum and since the survey hae shown a majority to favor
offering it during the junior or senior year In high school,
it would be well to find out whet this course should contain.
In the preceding chapter a survey was made of the materials
used by the lorth Dakota high schools.

In this chapter an

analysis of the state examinations given during the past

Etonian , whoa# intern ti nal relatione are masked toy keen
and intense rivalry and toy an« equilibrium of power prevent*
lag tha preponderance of any, eombina many of tha character*
let 1es of world empire and national state.1,1
In ordar to toa a oitleen of suoto an ordar tha young
people of our nation must learn the fundamentals of Inters
national undentandlng «hlch can toa started in high ached
toy giving tha pupils a thorough course in International re*
latlons.
An Analysis of tha State Examinations
An analysis of ths questions asked toy the state da*
p&rtment In tha examinations In International relations re*
vaalsd a number of interesting facts,

Tha subject was put

into tha north Dakota High School Manuel and Course of Study
in tha edition* of 1931,
*

As it is being offered aa a semes*

ter until May, 1935, a set of questions has totan analysed
with the purpose of discovering what the stats department
expects to be covered In this course,
*

A table was made of the questions asked, grouping
each under Its particular heading.

These headings were

entirely arbitrary and were merely made for the purpose of
grouping the questlone together for ease of analyele. Some
of the Individual groups of questions vers closely related,
Xt was decided that toy subdividing them under more headings

P. 348,

l R. 9. Geiteli,
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the discussion would be eimnlifled(Table 6).
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Ths cost numerous question asked was ons that dealt
4

with war.

0

In the examination given la January, 1930, thews

were fits of the twelwe questins that required a discussion
relating to sows phase of war.

Armament investigations by

Senator Kye and the notice of Japan's withdrawal from the
flve-flve-thrse parity naval treaty was receiving a great
deal of front-page newspaper space.

The first three ques

tions in this examination were devoted to armaments.

There

were twelve questions In this test and the pupils were requlred to answsT any t«n.

Two questlons ds&lt with pesos

and one with s closely allied subject, namely the League of
Rations.
The Material os dlplonatle relations was considered
Is two questions; while war debts and dependencies had one
each*

Other cenesters In which a number of questions were

ashed that related to war were the first and second semester
examinations In 1933*

During this period the race for larger

amamcats appeared about ready to plunge the world Into aiw
other war.
that tins.

The Hanehurlan troubles with #Japan #ware rlfs at
In the examinations
for 1933, 1934, and the see#

ond semester of 1933, each had only ona question related to
war*

In justice to the authors of these examinations it must

be said that none of thee seemed to tend to glorify war but
rather to call upon the pupils for a knowledge of its dangers
and of methods which might be used to prevent it*

This le

In keeping with the newer aims in the teaching cf the social
science subjects.
The League cf Rations and So rid Court are the topics
that received the next largest amount of attantlon from the
state examiner.

These two topics were considered under the

came heading because they are closely allied and are Invert
iably considered together In the teaching cf this subject*
There are twelve questions devoted to the League cf Rations

and the Woild Court.

lo questions

w t

* asked on these sub

jects In tha 1933 examinations.

Xn aaoh semester examine*

tlon succeeding, two were asked.

In that year thaaa ana

0

tha return of tha Democratic Pasty to noway In tha United
States and a somewhat aora fawoxahla public opinion to thaaa
two organisations.

Xn tha questionnaire tha taaohara of in*

taxational relations in tha high school* showed a grant
daal of time spent on thaaa two subjects and neat of than
incorporated acme mat arial about than in tha ourrieulume.
Each of tha two textbooks recommended by tha atata depart*
want devotee at laaat a chapter to the League of MatIona and
tha forld Court.

They are aleo included in the outline of

tha source in tha forth Dakota High School Manual and Couree
of Study.
Diplomacy and diplomatic relatione had an important
part in tha schedule of quaetIona.

Every examination an*

cent one had at laaat one on some form of diplomacy. Thee#
quest lone usually dealt with tha duties, salaries, and train*
lng af diplomats and consuls.
don considered.

Diplomatic problems ware cal*

Tha reason for this was because of tha in*

mature mind af tha hl(gh*eehoal pupil and tha shortage of
time permitted for tha course.

Currant events in diplomacy

ware brought into tha examinations whan important diplomat*
lc events ware before tha people, such aa tha recognition
of Russia.

This typs of questions was askad rather than

tha technical type that the average high school pupil

During the period of the surrey the queetlon of natlonaliaa

vision in the table although they do not naan tha sans t ing

Rationalism and imperialism ars under the aane di
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Th*

that of Ooolidgo*! was ask ad.

In tho examination held

attltudo of Anorloa during Wllaon*s adainlatratioa with

A ooaparloon of tho

of 1934 and 1935 «aeh had too,

titudo toward Moxioo and Slearagua.

tho May ox&alnati m

1933 and 1935 did not hart quoitina on thoso topleo, bat

Tho January oxaminationa
of
*

S

on thoa la each anamination.

4
*
£

during May, 1938, the organisation of tho ran-Aaerlean
% i o n «&« called for; other toots called for definitions
of tho Monzoo Doctrine.

A discussion of Japan *• tionros

Doctrine for tho Far hast, and tho distrust of Latin Anan
ias for tho Monro* Doctrine war# oallod for in tho othar
examination papers.

This topis diffarad from moat of tho

onas axialyaod ao far, in that most of tho notarial would
have to ho taken by tho studont from outaida roadlng, aa
noithor of tho tortbo ok» derotod much spas* to it*

If

thla ware not dona tho teaohor would hare to bring the
Material In through lectures.

Tho recommended outline from

the north Dakota Course of Study for High Schools also men
tion® tho Pan-American Union*

Tho examinations did not

hero any quest Iona on thla topic*
Intornati nal law was emphasized in four examina
tion acta to tho extent of one question, and in tho Jan
uary test of 1935 two questions ware devoted to this tools*
Definitions of tho term, how it differs from domestic law,
its origin and development, ware the points which the ex
aminations emphasised*

Sash text devotee a chapter

mors to international law*
topic on international law*

or

The course of study contains a
It eeema that a thorough study

of this should be presented to students that pursue a course
In International relations In our high schools*
Table 8 shows that each examination except the one

In January, 1933, had at laaat on* question deal in# with
panes*

k number of the questions unde* the League of Ha

ttons, arbitration and world Court wore closely allied with
the questions on pease*

The laet three semester teets gave

two questions apleee on oesse*
*

In all there were twelve

definitely on this tools, while there were sixteen on war*
The questions dealing with pease asked about the conferences
and treaties outlawing war*

The Kellogg Past received the

attention of the exaniner on two different sets.

The out

line in the eourse of study devotee one chapter to pease
and also sent lone the Kellogg Pest under the chapter on
notable occasions and events*

Questions were asked on the

Hague Conference which had as its primary purpose the es
tablishment of pease in the world*

Potter end west has a

chapter on this subject in their text*

liagruder merely

describes the aide to pease*
Arbitration is the next topis in importance*
this heading ooneillation is also included*

Under

la the examin

ation there were four questions under this general heading*
The definition of the tern, arbitration, the question of
United States * willingness to arbitrate all disputes with
*

other nations, and the explanation of methods used to settie disputes by arbitration, were the points upon which
explanations were asked for from the pupils*

Mel the* ar

bitral! n nor conciliation are mentioned in the Worth Bek-

eta High School Manual and Courea of Study,

Both of the

textbooks fail to devote a chapter to the study but they
are mentioned In the explanation of pays to settle disputes.
It would not seen feasible for any social science teacher
to conduct this course and give an intelligent presentation
of the net hods of settling national disputes without ex
plaining and defining arbitration.

This should be under

stood by every secondary school pupil In our country.
Quest lone relating to the social part of the inter*
national relatione course appeared once In each of five exanlnations,

Theee
# included the first four teste and the

one held In May, 1938.

The eoolal problems in our foreign

relations, the social effects of international war, and
social cooperation with foreign countries, were the shlef
topics covered.

The outline in the course of study and the

textbooks do not mention this topic, although it is brought
into the dissuasion ef othsr chapter headings.
social relationship between nations.

There ie a

It may bs considered

back of all agroemente and treaties because if nations do
not haws this social understanding they would not have any
thing In common.

In a dissuasion brought up In an inter

national relatione seminar the consensus of opinion seemed
to be in favor of the relegating of the social aspect to a
minor position when considered with the political and ec
onomic.
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Immigration was treated directly in the formation of
three questions.

The tests held in January and May of 1932

and the January test of 1934 were the ones that included
this topic.

The question of whether or not the student fa

vored unrestricted immigration, the explanation of the
White Peril and the Yellow Peril were called for.

Ho spaoe

is given to this topie in the outline or the chapter head
ings in the textbooks.

It does not appear to be an inter

national problem but a purely national one.

As immigration

is covered thoroughly in a well taught American problems
course it would be a duplication of work if much time were
spent on It in the teaching of international relations.
Questions appeared on three state examination papers
about war debts.

The status of the international debts

and whether or not they should be cancelled were the topics
that were to be discussed.

Magruder(8 text gives a chapter

to its discussion although Potter and West does not consid
er this as a paragraph heading.

The reason for this is per-

haps that the last mentioned text was an earlier edition
when it was published.

It is given a main tonioal division

in the outline of the course of study and therefore should
be considered by a teacher following the instructions of
the state department of education.
The final subdivision of the table to be analyzed
is the one that deals with dependencies and mandates.

A

.

total of three questions come under this part.

Tho students

were ashed to explain mandates and aanetl ns and giro

tho

roaoofia for and against United States * granting the Philip*
pine islands their independence.

Both of these hare an in

ternet 1 nal aepeot and ean be ooneldered in a course in ltw
temational relatione*

In Potter and West the gradates and

dependencies hart relatively* small epaoe
allocated to then*
*
hagruder discusses col nies* mandat es, and dcoendenolce
each separately and dcrotcc three chapters to this diseumdon*

Perhapa criticism might he offered for considering

the questions on mandates and dependencies together, but a
mandate rery frequently really derelope into a colony

or

dependency later*
this study of the ctato examinations has shown that
thie course offers a good opportunity to present a final
social science course to higb-sehooi students In a manner
that will be of extreme talus to them if they do not get a
chance for further education*

If they continue it will glre

them an introduction to foreign affairs that will cause them
to hare Interest in such a course.
The examinations were all of the old stylo or eowposition type*

They gars the pupil the ehoiee of answering any

ten out of tweirs or thirteen ae the oase might he*

This

type cf examination seems fairer to the student because
there is such a east amount of material to sorer* and the

course has no definite syllabus.

It would take an out

standing social science teacher to cover all the tonic*
thoroughly enough to gtw# the new type of examination that
■

is given in most of the other high-school subjects,

\

V

\

the

lack of conciseness in the course of study and inability of
the state department to pin the teacher down to definite
factual material makes the composition type of examination
better for this course.

The examination questions show

that s vast amount of material should be covered without
stressing very much on detail.

An analysis of ths state

course of study and of the textbooks in use in the etate
will be taken up in succeeding chapters;

suggestions; of

topics to bring into use for s syllabus will also be studied
in a later section of the thesis.

aa
CHAPT&R
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RffiCOMMSHDATI^lS Of THJC NORTH DAKOTA HIGH SCHOOL MANUAL FOR
TH£ COURSE ZH IKTSRNATI SAL R£LATI H8
The High School Manual and Course of

tudy recommend

that International relations be offarad during the twelfth
year of school as a half-unit course*

Seventy-six of the

seventy-eight schools reporting followed out these instruc
tions although fifty-four of then allowed eleventh-grads
pupils to take It also.

This shoved that the average in

structor and the state department of education agreed that
it took the norc nature students in the secondary school to
caster this subject.

This is a logical conclusion when one

becomes familiar with the vast amount of material covered
in teaching this subject.
does not go into detail.

The outline lc very general and
Xt might be called a topical out

line because it lc merely a list of outstanding points that
should be taken up in a manner that is left to the judgment
of the teacher.
Outline
A. The natlwis of the world.
1. What a nation lc.
3. Differences and liken eases among natl ns.
B. Th# problem of colonies and empires.
C. How arc the nations dependent upon one another?
H. E. Wilson. "Development of Internet 1 nal Attitudes
and Understandings in the Secondary Gdhool,» Kioto*.
ioal Outlook. Vol. 30(February, 1639), po. 71-75.

D, International polities.
1. Questions and problems arising among nations,
3, Diplomatic and consular relations between nations,
3. Treaties and treaty making.
S. International law,
F. Enforcement of International law,
0. Causes and effects of wars.
H. world War reparations and debts,
• rtoivie
3, League of latlons,
K, world Court.
L. Notable create and occasions,
1,
3,
3.
4,

Washington conference.
Locarno treaties,
Kellogg Treaty.
London conference.

H, What Is the place of United States in world affairs!
1. Hew much do we owe to other countries!
3, How are deal Inge with other count riee conducted!
3. American policies of the past.
W, Pan-American Union.
0, The American eltlsen end International problems,1
Bibliography
Magrudc r , J ^ . ^ | & l l ^ a l ^ ^
Potter.^l, |?*and west. H, L, ,’
i-.c-1 %XXan 60 c | X937/ •

Hei?JLYliaL(^»

The outline In the Worth Dakota Manual and Course #of
Study has fifteen main topics with from not any subheads, to
*Th#
'!iws"of 'fke state of Worth Dak
ota (Department of Public Instruction, 1931), pp. 34,111.
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four for th# nor# important.

Th# state examinations w#r#

found to follow th« outlino v#ry closely with on* exception.
Th® Monro# Dootrlno was brought up In th# examination, but
it ia not mentioned in th# out 1 In#.
is a main topis.

Th# Pan~American Union

P#rhaoe th# author of th# outlln# would

•xn#ot th# Monro# Dostrin# to b« brought up und#r this
bonding, but it apo#ar* that th# Paa»Am#rloan Union would
fit b#tt#r as a subh#ad und#r th#
Monro# Doetrin#.
•
*

Thor#
4

is no mention mad# of eommunlem, socialism, and fascism,
which haw# certainly aff#et#d th# International relations
of th# world.
Th# first topical hoadlln# giv#s th# "Rations of th#
Isrld* a# a subject to b# studied.

Th# #tud«nt i# #xp#et#d

to know what a nation i# and th# diff#r#no#« and liken#####
among nation#.

A wid# awak# social colons# teacher sen

•aslly dew#lop thoe# two topics into a thorough section of
a syllabus.

Zt will dspend on th# material on hand and th#

tins th# t«a*h#r can spend on this topi#,

Th# origin of

nations, s general understanding of th# nor# Important
oountri## a# to government, religious Ilfs, social Ilfs,
and customs could well he added to this tonic.

Another

might take up s study of nations according to their dif4

*

•

»

4

foresees in els#, rae#, location, religion, government,
law, economic condition#,
fInane#, eooial conditions, world
4
#

*

attitude, traditions, power, and boundaries.

A parallel

comparison can to# drawn la ouch a way a# to arouse tha la*
t m r t of tfea pur'll to do more extensive reading m

world

affalaa*
The problem of colon!a© sad empires la the second
tool# brought into th# outline,

Under this heading subhead#

that could to# studied with good advantage ares imperialistle
expansion toy occupation, toy conquest, toy cession, end toy
voluntary unions motives for imperialistic expand n ; m o d e m
condemnation of expansions recent colonial imperialisms
types of dependencies; mandated territories! International
protectorates; neutralised and guaranteed states; and the
future of dependencies*

Many more sub-topic® might toe con*

eldered under this problem*

Magruder takes uo each depend

ency of the United States separately.

However, there should

toe more countries than just America considered in a thor
ough course of international relations.
The third topic Is how the nations are dependent up
on on# another,

further consideration of this heading might

toe made under commerce, communication, tradef travel, finance and'business, news, literature, art, charity, aporte, relig
ion, and private International associations,

Xf possible

the use of lecturers familiar with oonditl ns of this type
in foreign countries would arouse interest and thus cause
the student to try to discover more knowledge of foreign
countries toy doing outside reading.

"Contacts batween the nations are brought about
first, by mobility of population.

Americans are known as

great travelers and at all times
found in every 'quarter
of
/
V.
the globe. On the other hand, aliens of practically every
nationality are found within the borders of the United
States.

interest of a nation naturally follows its

citizens into foreign parts and endeavors to extend to them
protection in the exercise of their legitimate rights.

In

doing so, however, international differences may arise,
causing strained relations, if nothing more."2
If the young people of America are taught to follow
the above advice of John Mabry Matthews in an intelligent
manner they will avoid misunderstandings which often lead
up to international difficulties.

The hlgh-schdol student

of today will be the citizen of America tomorrow.

He will

be the traveler that will be associating with people of
other countries.

If he has an intelligent understanding of

other peoples and their customs he will not cause misunder
standings and differences which lead to ill feeling and may
even ultimately bring about international wars.

Friendly

association of peoples leads to rapid advancement of civil
ization, which is a primary motive in the teaching of

the

social sciences.
"International Politics" is the next main topic in
*
\ i*■
3j. M. Matthews; American Foreign Relations(The
Century Company, 1938), p. 3.
V

___ _________________________________
the out1in®.
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Und«r it th«r® are thr®e subdivision®.

Ques-

tions and problems among nations, diplomatic and consular
relations, and treaties and treaty making are the names of
these subdivisions. *The student must have an* understanding of what the term, international politics, means.

The

student might take up a study of the nature and the founda
tion of International politics and a short study of

the

foreign policies of the chief nations of the world.

Howard

4

E. Wilson, in his address delivered at the eighth annual
meeting of the national council for the social sciences,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in July, 1928, expressed the im
portance of the secondary school pupils * knowledge

of

world politics in a forceful manner.
“Whoever is to guide the destinies of international
trade must be intelligent in the matter of international
relations —

and somewhere in our schoolrooms of today are

the international bankers, the consuls, the tariff makers,
and the treaty makers of tomorrow.

Out of this social and

economic intercourse and interdependence among the citizens
of modern nations grow international politics.

Questions

arise daily which require international cooperation
their answering.

Where is this boundary line?

fishermen fish in Canadian waters?

for

Can American

What postal service is
4

/

available between the United States and Brazil, or Italy,
or Australia? On What basis shall foreign ships be allowed
to use the Panama Canal or Suez Canal?

How can we insure

an interrupted supply of coffee from Central and South

What

America?

rights hare Americans traveling in Turkey—

or Chinese students resident in the United

States?*3

The study of international politics has a very im
portant place in the outline for the course in international
relations.

A more thorough syllabus might outline the mat

ter to be covered in this section more completely.

The

course of study refers to Wilson's work and some parts of
the outline are taken from his address.

The teacher is

allowed considerable liberty in picking material for the
pupils.
The fifth part of the outline takes up internation
al law.

In the outline there is a very important part of

the work according to the authors on the subject.

Under

this heading should be studied what international law is,
its origin, meaning, and development, documentary sources,
codification, content, enforcement, and authority.

A good

understanding of this topic will avoid a great number of
misunderstandings that often lead to disagreements and war.
Mr. Root, Secretary of State of the United States in a
thesis on "The Heed of Popular Understanding of Internation
al Law," said:
"The increase of popular control over national con
duct which maiks the political development of our tlme(makes
SH. E. Wilson, "International Relations in the'
United States," Historical Outlook. Vol. 20(February, 1929),
pt>. 71-75.
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It constantly more Important that th# great body of the
people in e&oh country should hay# a just concept! wi of their
International rights sad duties. "♦
Of great importans# to ths young people of ths United
States Is ths relationship between the Monroe Doctrine and
International law.

Does this important document conflict

with ths law of aatleast

Ths secondary pupils should haws

a definite understanding of how America is justified
Maintaining the Monroe Doctrine.

The right of self-preser

vation is the fundamental law, and eren international
cannot conflict with it.

la

law

This fact should he emphasised in

the study of the relationship of international law and the
Monroe Doctrine.
The outline In the Korth Dakota course of study giwee
another main division to enforcement of international law.
it seems that this could he taken as a subheading to the top
ic preceding it.

That is the method suggested by writers

on international relations.

Xntem&tl nal law ie one of the

topics cowered toy all textbooks.

Even ths latsr American

problems textbooks that dswote only s chapter to internation
al relatione giro it Important space.
Causes and affects cf ware U
the outline.
*

the eswenth division

of

There are not any subtopics under this point.

Howswsr, there could toe many suggested methods of precaution
♦Edith' 'mrST)
l
l O M i e l C oPiumtola "niwerslty Press
IMJ&UftsL
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of war tsk«D up hare.

Arbitration and conciliation could

be taken tip at thie plana to good advantage by tha social
science instructor.

It would ba advantageous to n a t i o n

some outstanding dl elutes that have baan sattlad
without
#
resorting to war. Tha offant of propaganda, political
causes of war, proposed methods of prarantlng Into m a t i n al wars, economic causes, competition for markets, might
also ba studied under causes of wars,

under the topis on

effects of wars the teacher night emphasise how war destroys
human lives, recourses, and property.

The erection of high-

sr taxes and economic disturbances should be kept before the
pupil’s wind.

The grandeur *of battle
* will diminish if he
realises the bad biological, social, and moral affects of

ear*

At least the main r-urposa of teaching any material

about war should ba to show tha youth the horrors of inter
national ears, rather than to hold up to them tha older
concept of soma social science instructors, that war

is a

grand and glorious thing.
The following tonic seems to be In a good place in
the outline.

Many have said that anything that affects the

American’s pockstbeok will appeal to him very strongly.
World War reparations and debts as the next main heading In
the outline has a good place.
learned that war does not pay.

Americans have certainly
The Dawes and Young plane

should be discussed and explained here.

The amount of money

8«m
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in the world’s experience which challenged the attention

of students of political science in particular.... Careful,
detailed study of definite international relatl nshlpe led
ultimately to the study of the league and its functions in
connection with one subject after another until interest in
the study of the league itself devSlopsd."5
The study of the league of latlonc has cone into the
Xorth Dakota high school whether it was desired toy educators
or not*

it the close of the Sorid War, America feared any

union with Europe, whether for peace of any other reason* The
senate of the United States emphatically turned thumbs down
on our entry into the league of lotions.

Wow, since the

league appears to hare dons at least some good 1a Europe we
are net so unfriendly towards it in these later years.

Some

hare even been sc bold as to assert that America will eons
day enter by the back door*

The outline admits the import*

arte# of the study of this tonio.
Closely associated with the study cf the league

of

lotions in the outline cones the world Court as the next in*
portent tools.

These two subjects are ee closely related

that they could eery easily be studied together.

The world

Court might seen he considered an outgrowth
of the league of
*
K&ti ns.

*

Under these mala headings, subheadings on activities,

subject natter, legal problems, economic questions, political

f i g?"
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*

*

question*, sessions of league organs, relations among League
organs, agendas of Assembly and Council, deoisl n* of tbs
court, resolutions of tho Assembly, adjustments by tbs
•

*

Council,
secret and Lsagus publications, and court oubllca»
tins, could be considered.

The material on band mould gov

ern tbe amount of this work that oould be taken up by the
pupils,

A successful social science teacher should be mbit

to Iscturs on any of tbs above topics and any other* that
might be brought up for discussion in class,
America has offered to Join the World Court with a
number cf reservations.

Tbs nations that *tr« already mem

bers did not fssl that they could allow tbs United States to
bar# privileges which they did not enjoy themselves} and so
our country has not yet Joined,

Hi eft-school students should

be familiar with these reservations.

They should have a

knowledge of tbe permanent court of arbitration and the im
portance of tbe Hague conferences.
Under notable events and occasions in tbs outline of
tbs Worth Dakota Stats High School Manual and Course of Study
there are four subheads,

the Washington Conference, La-

e a m o Treatlss, Kellogg Pact, end London Conference.

These

are all noteworthy events in tbs attempts made towards world
understanding end peace and should be considered in a high*
school course in international relations.

Sons other Im

portant events and occasions that might be taken up under

this heading axes

Internet i nal Opium Convent! n,

Intsru

n&tl n&l Conference for Revision of Convention of 1 0 1 4
1#

for Safety of Life at Sea, and International Conference of
American States on Conciliation and Arbitration.

Other ia»

portent world events night he mentioned here that come to
the minds of te&chsrs.

The pupils should have a current

event knowledge that is up to dats.
The next subdivisi vi takes up what the place of the
United States is in world affairs.
are three subheadings,
oountrleet

Under this tonie, there

first, how much do we owe to other

Second, how are our dealings with othsr oouiw

tries conducted?
in the past?

Third, What have American policies been

All these deal with the Anerlean citizen

and the international problem.

What we owe to other coun

tries we should attempt to return in justice to civilisa
tion.

A study of our dealings with other countries in the

past should be aade with the purpose of trying to t h r o v e
unon them in the future for the good of the world.

Potter

and west in thsir book IfttiaKtiIftMl ClaAltf. «**• this time
ly suggestion.
"In the first place the United States has been a
pease loving nation.

It le true that we have been engaged

In several wars sines 1774 when a national foreign policy
first made Its appearance,

But in most oases we have been

involved in war against our wishes and for purposes of da-

taracting the effect of yellow Journalism,

Revolutions and

banditry melee fascinating reading sad readers of certain
newspaper* think of Latin America and revolutions as almost
synonymous.

By circulating hundreds of thousands of d r o o 

lers and periodicals annually, this tanlm brings out atten
tion to the normal condition® and opportunities of those
countries.

It also brings to the Latin*Amerlcan the better

side of Anglo-Saxon
civilization
instead of stories of 1m*
#
portal ism, dollar diplomacy, and lynch lags which they arc
wont to associate

with the United States.

The Union pub-

#

lishee the Pan-American union monthly magazines in English,
Spanish, end Portuguese, as wall as pamphlets and maps; It
contains an extensive Pan*American library which is avail
able to the public,*7
The makers of the Stats High School Manual and Course
of Study certainly put a worthwhile topic In the outline when
they Included the "Pan-American Union*, if ws can accomplish
the counteracting influences of #y#llow Journalism*,
The fifteenth main topic which ie the final one in
the outline ia the "American citizen and international pro
blems. "

Zt serve® as a conclusion to this study.

Under

this heading a summary of all the material taken up In the
course can be given, with special emphasis on the duties of
the youth of America in regard to our international rel*>
?7iank E E r a i r T H
Macmillan CO,, 1933;, pp.
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There is a clot* correlation between the North bale*
ota High School Manual and Course of Study and the examina
tions given by the state department of eduoatlon.

The fol

lowing Table 10 shoe* the reeulta of the study of the above
eosk in a taore eonclee font*
Table

10

Nuaber of Tinea the Sane Point la Emphasised in the State
Examinations and the North Dakota

Manual

and

Course of Study

f t w w w'viTjnm*
Appears
Appears
Appears
Appears

in
in
in
in

both
state examinations alons
outline alone
neither

■■■« .

- ..

.......Ill

11
6
4

•»

This shoes a fifty per oent agreement of the state
examinations and tha North Dakota Manual and High School
Course of Study outline.

Thla la hardly a fair comparison

because e great number of questions overlap.
have taken place slnee the nanual eat written,

Sons changes
A course

affected by current events as much aa international rela
tione would have e great number of changes since 1931 when
the scares of study was written.

The comparison et least

shows that tbs stats sxaainsr has trlsd to follow the out
line as givsn in ths North Dakota Stats course of study
offentirely.

CHAPTER

5

THE RECOMMENDED TEXTBOOK OFFERED FOR THE COURSE IN INTER.
NATIONAL RELATIONS
The North Dakota High School Manual and Course of
Study lists two books that the social science teacher may
use In the teaching of international relatione.

The educa

tional department leaves the choice of the text used to the
teacher conducting the course,

In North Dakota there ie not

any state adoption of texts,
Th# preceding chapters hare attempted to show what
the teachers of the state think should he taught in the
course; what the writers of th# stats cours# of study ex
pect the teacher to present in this subject; and what is
asked in the state examination for this course.

In this

chapter an analysis of the textbooks used in North Dakota
will he made to discover how well they are correlated with
the state examinations and the course of study outline.
There are only two textbooks in international relations
that are used in the secondary schools of North Dakota,

In

the survey there are two other hooks msntioned by instructors
but they are texts published for the teaching of American
problems.

Only one school usee each of these books.

The first part of this chapter will consider a study
of the different tonios in each of the texts.

An attempt

le made to see how closely these texts agree in the material

covered,

The survey revealed ths fact that ths text used

in the majority of

m i m

was National Governments and Inter-

writtan by rrank A. Magruder and publish*,
ad by Allyn and Bacon in 1933.
^

Ths other text uaad was

P. B. Pottar and R. t. West and

published by The Macmillan Company in 1930.
two books that will be taken up in the study.

These are the
The topics

given in the outline will be compared with the material as
taken up in each of the texts(Table 11).
Table

11

Space Devoted to the Topics Covered in Two Texts
Number of Pages
in Magruder
Topics in Outline
Study of the nations
Boot res and colonies
International intercourse
International politics
International law
Diplomacy and treatise
International courts, commissions and conferences
International federations
Alliances and conoetts
Enforcement of international
authority
Peace
Origins of league
)
Structure of League )
Activities of League )
American citizens and international problems
Membership and convenant
of Lsagus
Status of psrmansnt court
International labor organisation

388
105
33
35

Number of
Pages in
Pottsr and
West
19
18
32
16
18
31
33
15
15

33
30

15
15
17
33
30
14

18

14
10
13
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Table

11(Continued)
Humber of Pages
In Magruder

Topics In Outline
United States foreign affairs
Immigration
Reparations and debts
Causes and effects of internnational wars

Humber of Pages
In Pottsr and
West

34
10
17
33
_________________ ____§22_________

The material is covered in 603 pages in the Magruder
text and in 307 pages in the text by Potter and West, Table
11 shows that the material covered and the manner of pages
covering it vary greatly.

8 even of the topics are similar.

The average page in Magruder has thirty-four lines

and

Potter and West averages thirty-one lines to the page.
lines average ten words of five letters each.

The

By this com

parison it is found that Magruder's text has more words to
each page.

Zt is made up with about twice as many pages as

the book by Potter end Wset.

The Magruder text has 175 il

lustrations averaging from one-fourth to a full-page in
else, and the other text has fifty-seven averaging
same in else.

the

In both oases the pages with pictures on

them are numbered in the same manner ae the regular text
so they would need to be deducted.

This would leave Mag

ruder with 518 pages of discussion and Potter and Wset with
383.
The book by Magruder devotee approximately half of

57
its total number of pages to discussion of foreign
gov-.
*
•rnmecta.

*

The kinds of governments maintained, the offtotals,
*

t

t

political aspects, rerolutl ns, method of forming,
education are the chief points covered,

and

A chapter is de

voted to each of the outstanding world powers and those
that America Is most closely associated with-

A chapter

Is devoted to each of the chief South American countries,
Canada, and Mexico.

And a chapter la devoted to the smaller

South American countries taken together.

One wonders why

the countries taken are of so much Importance to America in
international relatione.

These chapters serve mors as

history of each country.

The other text gives eighteen

pages to the nations of the world.

a

By taking them all up

in the same chapter the teacher ie able to show the relation
ship and differencea between the nations.

Outside reading

can be carried on and the pupil will not have too many text
book lessons.

One of ths chief purposes of the teaching of

International relations is to develop interest in foreign
countries.
Magruder devotes 105 pages to empires and colonies.
Only the oolonlee, dependencies and protectorates of
United States are considered.
4

ths

A description of the method
*

used to acquire them, how they are governed, area and pop•

•

4

4

4

ulatlon, races, education, method of control, finances,
political parties, and economic problems are taken up to a
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greater or less dsgrss according to their importance to the
United States,

Xu the Potter and West textbook the method

of obtaining colonies Is given attention first*

All the

countries of the solid are discussed under this topic.

Im

perialism of the past and of* the future
are explained.
*
*

Am

explanation on dependencies, mandates, neutralised, and
guaranteed states is brief but complete.

American colonies

have been taught all through the grades and high school un
der other courses,

there is not much time to emphasise

their studies in a senior course In international relations.
The Potter and West text devotee only eighteen pages to this
voile.

Unless outside reading and lectures supply the bal

ance the course will not be complete.

The American colonies

are important and some time muet be spent on them in this
course*
Hagiuder does not have a chapter on international
intercourse.
this subject.

In the other text there are twenty-pages on
An interesting graphical presentation of the

growth of international
intercourse since 1880 is mads.
*

*

World output of coal, thousands of miles of world railroads,
ships, cargoes, iron ore output, commerce, international
money orders, and the value of international per capita
trade are brought to the mind in a forceful manner by this
graph.
Magvuder takes up the question of international in
tercourse with each nation studied.

Potter and West uses

sixteen pagss for international politics and Magrader takas
up tha study of polities with each nation studied,

Saeh of

tha tarts takas up a&eh country separately under this head*
ing.

Mora space la given to this topic than the average.

Tha reason for this is the importance of world polities in
the carrying on of international relations.

Foreign pol

io! es in the world regulate all affairs that have a bearing
on the relations between countries.
International law is euohaslsed
in both textbooks.
#
The Magruder text has one chapter, thirty-two pages

in

length, which takes up the origin and meaning of interna
tional law, the rn^ans of acquisition of territory, right
of equality of states, right of self preservation, the Mon
roe Doctrine and internati onal law, and rights over waters
or in air above a country and nationality.

The text

Potter and West takes up the same topics hut not In
thorough a manner*

In this text there

pages devoted to this topic.

by
as

are only eighteen

There is also an interesting

graph showing the rise of interest in internati nal

law,

showing the number of treatises published on this subject
from the year 1600 to 1000.
to 16 in 1900.

It has risen from one

in 1600

This does not include the special hooks,

*

re-editions, or translations.

Both authors agree to the

importance of the study of international law in this course
in international relations.

m
Dlplomaoy and treaties are given twenty-five Pages
in Magruder and tw#nty-nt p a g M in Potter and Waat.

The

first book has this aa tha first chapter and tha othar text
postpones its treatment until Chaptar 8*

Thay both atrasa

tha development of tha diplomat io service in Amerioa.

Pottar

and Vast also takas up tha question of tra&tlas and tha othar
taxt omits this topic.

Tha pupil should bars soma informa

tion about tra&tlas bscause tha average American is becom
ing more world-minded.

In tha last 1S3 years tha United

States has been signatory to more than 700 treaties,

tha

greatest part of which have bean ratified in the last thirty
years*

The study of treaties in a course of foreign rela

tions will aid tha youth of America to become batter cltlsans
of tha world.
Potter and West has a chapter on international court
commissions and is a treatment
of * methods of settlement
of
*
*

4

international disputes, mediation, conciliation, arbitration,
tha Hague Court, administrative bureaus and commissions,
and international conferences.
pages are devoted to thle topic*

A total of twenty-three
Uagrudsr takes a discus

sion of saoh one separately and scatters them throughout
the book*

They are studied with the history of the country

with which they are meet closely concerned*
has its advantages*

Either method

The teacher must decide which system

will aid in arousing the pupil** Interest most sffsotivsly.

—
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"International Federation" hae fifteen pages devoted
to ite consideration In the text by Potter end West.

Minor

tonics mentioned arei
need of national federation,
when one*
<
should be organised, psychological basis, problem Involved,
state sovereignty and doctrine of original agreement,

dis

tribution of powers, summary of subject to be considered by
a constitution, projects, examples of national federations,
and value of American examples.

Xf all nations had a better

understanding of the values of International federation there
would be fewer misunderstandings and wars.
tional federations are*
Soviet Union.

Soma of the na

Uhlted States, Switzerland, and the

A United States of Europe has bssn suggested

by many oolitieal minds.

Suoh an organisation might

many of the troubles on that oontlnent.

end

The text by Mag-

ruder does not make any mention of this tonic.
Under alliances and ooncsrts the Potter and
West
i
book gives the definition
of each of these terms, the* puri
poee of an alliancet the meaning of balance of power, forme
of balance of newer, history of balance of power,
criticism of balance of power.

Xn the second part

chapter concerte are taken up la the same manner.

and the
of the
This

material le taken up In an interesting and concise manner
that will arouse the Interest of secondary school pupils.
The other text studied takes up the Holy Alliance

in its

relation to the Monroe Doctrine, but does not consider al-

—

____________________ _________
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llanose and concerts in any othar manner.
Tha naxt topic taken up In Table 11 has a chapter de
voted to it in each book.

Magruder has twenty-three pages

on "Enforcement of International
Authority and Prevention
*
of Intemati nal Wars," and Potter and West has a total of
fifteen pages on this subject.

The subject is treated dif

ferently in the two texts and the chapters arc not named
alike but they both have the same general thought.

Both

emphasise the value of arbitration and peaceful means
settlement of disputes.

of

The teaching of youth the philosophy

of love rather than the glories of war should be shown

to
*

them.

Some provisions made are the world*s peace pacts, the

League of Hations and the World Court.
Although America is not a member of the League of Na
tions ths authors of both tsxts consider thie organisation
for peace important enough for Magruder to devote thirty
pages to its eonsldsratlon.

Ths Pottsr and Wsst text divid

es ths fifty-nine pages it #gives to this
tonic undsr thres
0
headings and treats origin, structure, and activities each
in a separate chapter.

The other text discusses ths tonic

under ths same haadings but all in one chapter.

The organ-

*

lsatlon of the League Itself is taken up, the different
plans for It, and criticisms art all considered closely
allied with the study of ths League of nations.

In this

book ie found the diceusdon of ths World Court or Psrman-

ent Court of International Just loo art quoted 1st the ap e*w
dix of tho Pottor and Vast text.

Tho oonvenant of tho Loaguo

of Katlons is given in tho appendix of tho text by Magxudor
and ho devotes tho last oh&pter in his text to diseussloa of
tho World Court,

Tho toaohor of intoroatlonal relations can

supplement tho work of tho text to a groat extent by outside
readings booauso of tho largo amount of material on those
topics.
The statute of tho International labor Board is quot
od in tho appendix of the text by Potter and West,
books take up tho discussion of this organisation

Tho two
in tho

regular text with tho Loaguo of latIons and tho World Court.
Tho United states foreign affairs has a chapter devoted to
it in tho book by Magruder as an introduction to tho treat
ment of tho chapter on each nation.
all the countries together.

Tho other text takes

A chapter on immigration to the

United States is found In Magruder, but it le not discussed
in tho text by Potter and West.

Causes and affects of in

ternational mars are dieeussed to the extent of twenty-three
pages by Magruder but are not direotly mentioned under this
heading by the other text.

Immigration should be covered

very thoroughly in the oourse in American problems and could
be considered in a brief manner hers.
The chapter on mar debts and reparations in Magruder
does not appear in Potter sad West.

It oan be very effect
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ively considered in the course and certainly has an import
ant international bearing.

The book that does not include

this topic is an older text and discussion on this topic was
not so vigorous at the time of its publication as when the
later text was published.
The two books used in Rcrth Dakota serve as an aid
to the teaching of international relations in the secondary
schools.

The majority of the teachers answering question

naires daisied either book to be inadequate for this course.
For this rsason a great deal of supplementary material must
be studied.

An experienced instructor will bs able to die-

cover what to add and what to omit.

The text by Magruder

eeeae to spend too much time on the study of foreign gov
ernments and neglect the diplomatic, the social, and the ec
onomic cldc.

Some of the chapters in this text are included

In an American problems course and should not need repeti
tion here.
A new text is in the process of publication at this
time that can be used in the teaching of international re
latione.

It is writtsn by Dudley 3. Bralnard and Leslie

D. Zeleny and is called

.JfrlBtfUL*

*f 1* P*h-

llshed by HeOrawwHlll Book Company, Incorporated, and will
be ready for fall delivery.
follows:

The chapter headings are as

current world problems, economic internationalism,
*

t

economic nationalism, international debts, the white man's

burden, Cuban revolution, Monroe Doctrine, militaries, rise
of Japanese power. League of Matlone, peace movement, prob
lem of neutrality, democracy In a ohanging world, socialism,
communism, fascism, national fascism and other forms of so
cialism, and a summary.

In this text are found discussions

on world topics that ars not ineludsd In sither of ths other
books,

Topics that are taken up in this text that4 are not

4

thoroughly oovered in the other books are fascism, communism,
socialism, and the shite man’s burden.

The chapter headings

and a short description of the text were all it was possible
to obtain at this time,
A comparison of ths manner In which the material
called for in the state examination is oovered in the text
books used in the state will be considered in Table 13,

The

topics covered In the examinations are listed and in the

*

*

column headed with the name of each author, current events,
and outslds reading the words "y#s* meaning the material Is
sufficient and •no" meaning it is not eovsrsd at all in ths
text*

The basis of judgment used was whether the material

in the books was sufficient to answer the questions in the
state examinations intelligently.

In the columns for current

events and outslds reading if ths word "yes" was used

it

meant that it was a topic that could be easily covered by
either of those methods.

Table 13
Comparison of Material In Stats Examinations with That
Found in Each Text Used and in Currant Events
“
~
*
Question in State
Examination

CoVoredin:

~
Potter

Current

Outside

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ m O M d t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f l a w t » . . . J a a f l i a a ,
Disarmament
insufficient
insufficient
Neutrality
yes
Foreign relatione
insuffloisnt
Diplomacy
Dependencies
no
Monroe Doctrine
t no
Causes of Internayes
tlonal war
no
Arbitration
Effects of interna*
yes
tlonal war
no
Open door policy
yes
Immigration
Foreign debts
insufficient
yee
League of Nations
no
Definition of natloiis
Imperialism
insufficient
insuffloisnt
Treaty making
World Court
yes
no
Far East
no
Boundaries
no
Cost of war
yes
Outlawry of war
yes
Kellogg Treaty
Mandate and s&notions
insuffloisnt
no
Gold standard
yss
Hague Conference
Tariffs
yes
no
Economio
insuffloisnt
Munitions
____ 2®S-----

yss
no
no
no
no
no

no
no
no
no
yss
no

no
no

no
no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no

no
insufficient
yss
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yss
no
yss
---- XS2------ V08

no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

insufficient
yss
yes
yss
yes
no
no
yss
no
no
insufficient
yes
yss
yes
yss
yss
yss
y«
yss
no
yss
no

There sere a total of thirty-two headings under which
the state examination questions were placed.

These topics

were taken directly from the questions and were all the dif-
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ferent topics* covered in these quest 1on* fox four years.
The word "yes* in the column meant that the source of ma
teriel named at the top of the column covered all the ques
tions in a satisfactory manner for the pupil to answer the
question in a satisfactory manner.

If the word "insufficient*

was put in the column it meant that the material was not com
plete but that there was some material bearing upon it.

Xf

*no* waa put in the column it meant that the material sas
not taken up at all or in euoh a poor manner it would not be
learned by the average high-school puoil.

The columns were

headed with the names of the two texts and currant events.
If the word *yes" waa put in the current column it meant
that the question was one that was intendsd to bs answered
from current event reading,

Xf "yea* was used in the out

side reading column it meant that the topic was one usually
prepared from outside reading reports in social solenoe
classes.

Xf the word "no” was used in either of

the last

two columns it Is to be taken to mean that the material
oould better be covered in a text.
A summary of Table 13 shows the amount of material
that was found to be sufficient in each of the two
books,

This summary Is taken up in Table 13.

text

Table

13

Comparison of Wumber of State Examination

Questions

Covered In the Magruder and Potter and Weet Texts
r n m i i B

11 m in 111 it m

i

Satisfactorily
Insufficient
Mot covered

Potter and West
12
8
10

18
2
10

30

a

,

5Q_______

Table 13 shove that Magruder ©overs the questions
ashed In the state examination in a satisfactory maimer In
twelve out of thirty oases.

Potter and West ©over

terial satisfactorily in eighteen eases.

the ma

The text by Magrud

er ©overs the eight topics in an incomplete manner while
Potter and West cover two topics taken up In the state ex»
aminations incompletely.

Magruder does not attempt to cover

ten of the topics called for and Potter and West do not cov
er ten of the topics.

A further study of the tables revsals

the fact that three of the topics not oonsidersd in Potter
and Scat are really current event subjects.
to the ones not covered by the other book.

The sane applies
Of the material

not sufficiently covered by Magruder none of it is taken
up regularly In current event study.

The same applies to

the material incompletely covered by the Potter and West
text.
A study of the correlation of the material offered
in the text book with the outline In the Horth Dakota Manual
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and Courtt of Study for th# high schools will to# taken up
la Table 14.

A list of th« main tool## corsrsd In th# out-

lln# will to# n d « and a survey of th# two textbooks 1#
mad#.
Tatol#

14

Correlation of Material in Textbook with Out 1 in# in
North Dakota Manual and High School
Cours# of Study
Topic

Number of Pages
in M&gruder

Natl ns of world
Colonies and empires
Dspsndenoe of nati ons upon
on# another
International polities
International law
Snf ore ament of international
law
Causes and effects of wars
World War reparations and dstot
Peace
League of Sat Ions
World Court
Notable events and occasions
Plans of United States In
world affairs
Pan-American Union
American citizen and inter-..aatiafml ..pjahlaai.... ... .

Number of Pages
in Pottsr and
. West..........

303
105

18
19

6
14

16
13
5

35
IT
30
12
15

15
33
10
'30

6

1
_____ n ________

Th# outlin# and textbooks do not #««m to correlate
with on# another very closely.

According to Tatol# 14 th#r#

ar# fir# out of th# fifteen topics In th# outline that are
not discussed in th# text toy Hagrud#r and thra# of thoe#
in th# test toy Pott#r and West.

Son# of th#s# points ars
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oovered by eaeh text In an indirect manner.

Hone of the

topics that cither book fails to take up could be found
easily in current events cork.

Tiro of the subjects could

be assigned to the average high-school pupil for outside
reading.

The Instructor in international relations would

need to do oonsldsrable lecturing In order to cover the
work thoroughly.
A synopsis of ths material in the preceding table
shove that the text written by Magruder uses 303 pages to
cover the nations of the world while Potter and West take
all the nations as a g r o w in eighteen pages.

This means

that the first text mentioned spends over half of its space
on one topie of the outline and fails to consider five
others.

Xt also dsvotss 103 p&gss to a discussion on col

onies and empires while the other text only considers this
topic to the extent of nineteen pages.

Ths dependence of

natl ns upon one another and ths place of United States la
world affairs arc not* covered
in either text.
4

Enforcement

of international law, peace, and the Amerloan citizen and
international problems in addition are not covered in Mag
ruder.

Causes and effects of wars is a topic that is not

covered in Potter and West but like the other text glvee it
twenty-five pages of opaee.

The Inadequacies of the two

texts are listed in Chapter 3 with ths survey.

The number

of times each book fails to agree with the course of study

'21
outline shows that ths Magrudcr text has 1st® of th« tooios

*

covered, as illustrated lay Table IS*
Tabls

IB

lumber of Oasss in Whloh ths Material Called for In Outllns
In Morth Dakota Manual and Course of Study Doss Mot Apm
psar in Mach Textbook
--- ^ V ^ ' o T T f m s s i -------- ---Covered in Set*
Partly
Topis Does isfeetory ManCovered
Mot Auocar

Text
Pottsr end west
M & m d t r __________

3
£

9
_____a__________

3

There ssrs nins topics appeasing in ths outlins that
wars covered in a manner satisfactory in Potter and fast and
sin In Magrudsr.

In ths first named text there vers three

oovered partially and In fire there was not any attempt to
oover them*

in Magrudcr1* tent fire questions were not tab*

an up at all and four were not completely explained*

Ths

basis used for these conclusions was the material that was
ashed for in ths state examinations and the opinions
teachers in the field who were consulted*

of

In explanation

of these differences it should be considered that ths Ha#»
ruder text was published after the Month Dakota High School
Manual and Course of Study had been printed for two years*
Therefore the text by Potter and Meat that wee published the
year before the course of study was released might hare been
used in formulating this outline*

___ __ _______
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Magruder prefaces hie text with a stateaent that it
la planned primarily as a tart In definite scholastic courses,
but that It should also be 4 valuable for parallel4 assignments
with courses In government, political geography, m o d e m his
tory, and contemporary history; or for study groups in inter
national relations and current events.

The book, according

to the author, Is not planned as a regular text for use In
the teaching of international relations.
The text by Potter and Vast is the first experiment
in a book for the teaching of International relatione In
the high school,

Howard JC. Wilson in an address at the

eighth annual meeting of the Council for the Social Stud
ies, held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, July 2, 1938, spoke
favorably for the use of this text In the teaching of the
oourse in International relations In the secondary school.
The author of this book le considered an authority on pol
itical science and has specialised in thle type of work.
The demand for more numerous tc «k<* in international relations
will grow as the popularity of the course increases.

Two

new textbooks are in the process of publication at the pres
ent time.

At least one of these will be ready for delivery

thle fall.

When more books are printed the Instructor will

have a greater choice and the subject can be offered in a
more satisfactory manner.

If there is enough demand for a

new textbook the publishers themselves will havs it written.

T S

The authors of th® books on "American Democracy" or
"American Problems" realise th® necessity of th® teaching
of international relations to th® Sxtent that all th® good
recent textbooks include a chapter on this new social soleno®.
Zt do®® not stem possible that all the material necessary
for an understanding of foreign affair® can be covered in a
satisfactory manner in twenty pages at the clos® of a 500
to 000 page text in problems.

Zf we followed out this sys

tem it would *mean the presentation
of such *toolos ass foiw
t
sigh affairs, diplomacy, international law, attempts at
world peace, Hague Court, disarmament, foreign nation®, war
debt®, and backward countries, in about ten days' time at
the d o s e of the study of American problems.

This solution

of the problem would hardly seem feasible to the teaoher of
social science.

CHAPTER
CONCLUSIONS

AND

6

REO

DATIONS

In all the programs recommended In the North Dakota
High School Manual and Course of Study, International
lations is suggested as an elective subject.

re

The prelimin

ary explanation to the outline gives importance to the study
of this subject in the secondary schools of North Dakota.
Although it appeared in the course of study for the first
time in 1931 about twenty-five percent of the schools have
already adopted It as a oart of their currioulum.

Since

the subject was first listed in the North Dakota Manual
and Course of Study about 160 of the classified high schools
have taught it.
Through the interviews of teachers and the results
of the questionnaire mailed out to the people working in
this field of social science a nearly unanimous vote was
given in favor of the offering of a course in internation
al relations as a half-unit subject.

Howard E. Wilson

gives three vital reasons why it should be Included in
our social science curriculum in the secondary schools
as follows:

*

"First, because our whole cultural and soolal civil
ization is based upon extensive cultural intercourse among
the nations of the world.
"Second, because our whole economic order is pre
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dicated upon world commerce both In manufactured and raw
materials.

'

4

"Third, because the governments of the m o d e m world,
including the government of the United States, have already
found it necessary to hold extensive political communication
with one another and to develop complex agenoies of polit
ical cooperation.

Many and unmistakable are the facts in1
dicative of these conditions,"
Ve may truly say that our eoonomic welfare in vital

part at least
is dependent upon a steadily augmenting
for/
_
sign trade, a trade which permits us to buy and sell both
manufactured commodities and natural resources.

Harold

Ruggs says:
"Life in America has become eompelllngly coopera
tive; the people of the world are now so linked together
that no nation can live to itself.
4

lo section lives

to

4

itself, no industry lives to itself, no person lives to
himself —

all are interdependent.

The school is the only

organized agency at all competent to cope with the prob
lem of developing in our youth tolerant understanding of
this oonmlioated order.... The school constituted as it
4

is —

*

large classes, relatively uninformed teachers, early

*H. E. Wilson, "Development of International Attitudes and Understandings in th* Secondary Schools,"
Historical Outlook. Vol. 20(July, 1928), pp. 71-75.

elimination of pupils —

only one conclusion can bs drawn.

This is that the greatest hope for improvement in

our

generation is in the construction of a curriculum which
shall as fully as possible overcome the handicaps of the
present generation of the present school system and which
shall lead the great body of pupils to an understanding
and appreciation of the conditions and problems of our
2
complex civilization.*
The above quotations show the necessity of offering
a changed curriculum in the social sciences by the teach
ing of foreign relations in the secondary schools.
all our educators agree with this.

Nearly

A logical conclusion

seems to be the offering of a course in international ref
lations.

The students themselves are not satisfied with

the present social SGisnot course.

At the Harvard Confer-

ence on Social Studies held May 15, 1935, Arthur A. Hitch
cock, educational advisor in the CCC camp at Flagstaff,
Mains, reported on the attitude of the CCC men toward the
study material.
"The men feel that the social studies instruction
they encountered in the schools is too formal 4and unrealf
istle to bs of great value to them. They are, however,
interested in many topics of current and controversial law4

portance, particularly those topics which affect their
^Harold Rugg, j.„C entu g o f . Ourrioulum, .Construct ion
in the American School. Twenty-Sixth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education(192?), pt>. 4-5.
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own vocational standing in society.*3
These young people are usually of about high-school
age.

The things that interest them would interest

secondary school pupil.

the

In that sane evening a group of

fourteen high-school puoils participated in a panel dis
cussion on the topic, "What I Think of the Social Studies."
The puoils discussed freely their own reactions to the
social studies content and the methods of social science
studies instruction.

They seemed to be of the opion

that (1) more of the social science studies other

than

history should be taught; (3) more of the history taught
should be related and applied to current situations;
(3) less formal methods of teaching other than the text
book methods are more worth while;

(4) field trips as

usually conducted are not worth while; (5) a truly uni
tary arrangement of subject matter helps subordinate
details and keeps them In proper focus.
To meet the demands of society as a general group
a course in international relations would have a real
value.

Instructors in social science would welcome a

course eo well able to hold the interest of the students.
They would welcome the addition of a unit so well based
on current knowledge.
The following recommendations are made:

First, a

3A. A . Hitchcock, "Recent Happenings'in the Social
Sciences," The Social Studies. Vol. 26(May, 1935), pp.

course in internetinal relatione be taught in the second
ary schools of the state of/ Worth Dakota as an elective
whenever possible.

Second, a more complete course of

study or syllabus be prepared that will include recommended references for outside reading.

Third, that internation-

al relations clubs be organized in the high school.

It is

important enough to be conducted as a separate subject
and not offered as it is in many of our schools at the
present time as /a part of the American problems course.
Miss Mary Dever, writing in the Historical Outlook says:
“Probably no one would question the opinion that
the next great movement in the growth of democracy is the
bringing about of a better understanding among national
groups....Progress toward the understanding of nations
by each other will depend on the attitudes children will
develop in school and elsewhere.
“There are reasons why in the opinion of the writ
er of this paper the subject of International relations
should be given the imnortanoe of separate presentation
in every school, probably in the last half year of the
group of social studies dealing with American history.
The two objectionable points should
prejudice and that of sentiment.

be avoided, that of

There is grave danger

in neglecting a study of international affairs.

We can

not let children grow up in ignorance of world conditions

and than expect them to exercise wisdom in dealing with
world conditions.
Ve adults will not see international understanding
an assured thing because treaties and laws cannot bring
it about.

But by giving children an insight
into causes
/

of war and conditions that make for peace, we can enable
them to oarry on, because out of international contacts
of the present, the peace and wars of the future are at
this moment growing.
Outstanding authorities in the political science
field like Howard E. Wilson and Edith Ware also agree that
the children of America should have a course in internation
al relations offered in the latter part of the study of
social science.

It is safe to assume that such a subject

can be offered in the North Dakota high schools.

Curric

ulum makers agree that changes in the sooial science field
have to be carried on to keep abreast of changes in
social life.

our

A semester course as recommended by Howard

E. Wilson will aid in solving some of the present difficul
ties in the social science field.
The second recommendation is that we should have a
new course of study or syllabus for this subject.
present one has served its usefulness.

Our

World events have

changed a great deal wince the year the present course of
4Maty Dever, "World Relations as a Subject in the '
Curriculum," Historical Outlook. Vol. 20(February, 1929),
p. 84.
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study was printed.

A subject that deals with current events

from papers and magazines as much as this one does must
4

have some suggested references, so that It will become more
standardized.

Perhaps some experts in this field could be

persuaded to devote some of their time to this worth while
work.

The present outline is not complete enough.

The

aims and objectives of the course should be covered thor
oughly first.

A syllabus based on a thorough course

in

world affaire, which could be assimilated by the high-school
mind, would aid the teacher.
*

A list of the recommended

f

magazines, pamphlets, and books should be included.
The general outline for a course in internetianal
relations as advanced by Howard E. Wilson seems to contain
the material that would be of value in this course:
A.

The nations of the modern world.
1. What a nation is. The nations of today.
3. Differences and likenesses among nations.
3.- The problems of colonies and empires.

B. How the nations depend on one another.
0, International politics.
1. Questions and problems arising among nations.
2. Diplomatic and consular relations between nations,
3. Treaties and treaty making.
D. International law and its enforcement.
1. Evolution and character of International law.
3. International authority and the League of Nations.
3. The United States and international law.5
5H. E. liison,"Development of International At
titudes and Understandings in the Secondary School,"
Historical Outlook. Vol. 3Q(February, 1929), p. 73.

This outlins should not b« considered to contain
all th® points that can b® taken up in this subject. This
merely answers in a general way what should be taught.

It

is absurd to think that anyone can make International states
men out of millions of American school children.

Neither

can we raise uo a generation of expert technicians in le
gal and social complexities of intergovernmental coopera
tion.

The general aims of this course are well simmarised

by Howard E, Wilson:
1. Develop and strengthen an attitude of friendly,
interest in the maintenance of civilized life.

The child

should come to feel some measure of personal responsibility
in maintaining and improving the civilization he inherits.
This attitude of responsible interest in his civilization
is the basis upon which we have to work.
4

2. Coordinate with his sense of responsibility, the
i

child must gain an attitude of intelligence toward the
fact of international interdependence.

He should compre

hend the extent to which national and individual welfare
is dependent upon world-wide4 cooperation.
3. He should acquire, as part of his stock of clvle
information, an elementary knowledge of the manner in which
his nation is trying to solve its foreign problems.

He

ought to know the foreign policy of his government and be
able to criticize it in the light of knowledge about the

foreign policies of other governments.

He ought to know

in a general way the technique of inter-governmental
activity.6
A comparison of these aims with those generally ad
vocated in the teaching of social science show the aims
advocated for international relations are very similar.
All leading authorities for the teaching of these subjects
strongly advocate the use of current events and outside
reading.

The survey showed the vast amount of this carried

on in this course.
The objectives as outlinsd by Harold Rugg show the
necessity of doing away with the old type of curriculum in
his summary of the objectives or values he advocates for
the teaching of the social sciences.

He further states:

"School is to help boys and girls do well

the

socially desirable things that they will do anyway.

This

is the criterion to be used in answering the question
what criterion will be used in judging the content to be
inoluded in the social science and citizenship course.*7
The objectives as advocated by him for the study
of social sciences are:

(1) acquisition of knowledge;

(2) methods of obtaining the use of books ; (4) training
certain powers such $s memory,,judgment, and imagination;
®H. E . WilsonT OP. cit.V no. 73-75."
7Harold Rugg, What Criteria Shall Be Used for

If^cting the Content to, .B^ncjj^ejd,!^

and

gltiggPSMp Course^? Twenty-Sixth Yearbook'of the nation
al Society for the Study of Education(1927), pp. 193-193.
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(5) inculcation of patriotism; (6) broadening the pupils*
point of view; training and seeing and understanding
casual relationships; and (7) a series of miscellaneous
aims.

If these alms are compared with the ones advocated

in the teaching of international relations it will be seen
that this study closely follows them.

These are suggestions

for the preparation of a new syllabus in the subject.

The

preparation of such a syllabus would take too much to
permit its incorporation in this thesis.
The final recommendation takes up the organisation
of international relations clubs in the secondary school.
Eight schools in North Dakota have attempted this
report the trial as meeting with good success.

and

It creates

an intersst in the study of current topics and their dis
cussion in open forum.

This is more in keeping with the

newer concept of education.

It helps the social science

teacher get away from the old textbook assignment method
and provides a more interesting social science curriculum.
Material for international relations clubs can be
obtained from the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, Division
of Intercourse
and Education, 405
*
/
117 Street, New York, New York.

West

These pamphlets contain

current material on topics of world Intersst.

They are

published fortnightly and are furnished without cost.
A club could be organized in every secondary school

§2797

in north Dakota to good advantage.

If international re

lations is offered as a regular high-school subject this
club would augment the regular high-school work.

If there

is not any regular class in this course the material furn
ished would add to the interest of other social science
courses.
Conclusions
The course known as international relations has
shown its value in the Horth Dakota high schools.

This

has bsen shown by the enthusiastic support given to it by
the teachers and the Interest shown by the puoils.
The textbooks used for teaching it are not adequate.
Improvement will come as more authors enter the field.
adoption of the course by more schools will cause
lioation of better textbooks.

The

the oub-

There is a wealth of materi

al for outside reading and current events that has been
made use of by most of the instructors.
*

4

This study has
'

shown ths periodicals, pamphlets, and books for outside
reading favored by a majority of the teachers.

Entrance

into the classes has been left up to the judgment of the
teachers and it has been carried on in the final year of
high school.
The examinations made out by the state department
correlate very well with the outline in the course
study.

of

The composition type of examination is more satis
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factory than the objective type in this course until a
mor® complete syllabus is publish®d.

Th® forth Dakota

Manual and High School Course of Study has a short outline
for th® study of this subject.
upon and brought up to date.

This could b® elaborated
Son® of th® material for

this subject has been gathered together from writings by
leading authors in the social sciences and in international
relations.

The subject itself is a new oourse in the second

ary schools and for this reason the field of information is
limited.

A surrey of the teaching of it in forth Dakota

shows that more schools are adopting it each year.
160 schools have offered It since the subject was
recommended.

About
first

The other material used was gathered from

forth Dakota High 8ohool Course of Study and state examin
ations given in past years.
If this thesis has opened a field to further study
of the teaching of international relations it has served
a purpose that will make the effort used in its preparation
worth while or if it will aid in the instruction in this
course the author will feel well repaid.
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